Do you want to help others

Listen to the Silence

Do you want to help others who feel the need for time out from a hectic life? Time out to be quiet, to reflect, to listen, just to BE?

Golders Green Friends Meeting House
17 North Square NW11 7AD

Golders Green Friends Meeting House in Hampstead Garden Suburb is available to hire for days of quiet retreat for groups of all religions and none.

This Arts and Crafts oasis in north London offers peace and quiet in beautifully nurturing surroundings. It not only has its own wooded garden but it also has easy access to the ancient Bigwood.
Booking enquiries to:
nwlononquakers/goldersgreen/lettings

Directions
Public transport: via the Northern Line to Golders Green then a 20 minute walk or get the H2 bus from outside the tube station. Buses 13, 26, 82, or 260 to Hoop Lane or Temple Fortune, followed by 8 minute walk. There is unrestricted parking.

Funding:
The Elizabeth Brown Fund, a recent bequest to Golders Green Friends, exists to subsidise individuals and groups wanting to trial a retreat of silence, mindfulness and spiritual refreshment.
Groups must be self-organised.

Enquiries to elizabethbrownfund@gmail.com